Vegetation plays a fundamental role not only in the energy and carbon cycle, but also the global 24 water balance by controlling surface evapotranspiration. Thus, accurately estimating vegetation-25 related variables has the potential to improve our understanding and estimation of the dynamic 26 interactions between the water and carbon cycles. This study aims to assess to what extent a land 27 surface model can be optimized through the assimilation of leaf area index (LAI) observations at 28 the global scale. Two observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs) are performed to evaluate 29 the efficiency of assimilating LAI through an Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) to estimate LAI, 30 evapotranspiration (ET), interception evaporation (CIE), canopy water storage (CWS), surface soil 31 moisture (SSM), and terrestrial water storage (TWS). Results show that the LAI data assimilation 32 framework effectively reduces errors in LAI simulations. LAI assimilation also improves the 33 model estimates of all the water flux and storage variables considered in this study (ET, CIE, CWS, 34 SSM, and TWS), even when the forcing precipitation is strongly positively biased (extremely wet 35 condition). However, it tends to worsen some of the model estimated water-related variables (SSM 36
up for a 10-year period (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) to ensure a physically realistic state of equilibrium. Second, 160 the model is run for a 29-month period (January 2011 -May 2013 to conduct the Nature Run 161 (NR) with the same configuration as the spin-up one. Output from the NR represents the "truth" 162 in the OSSE. The LAI outputs from NR serve as synthetic LAI observations (after being perturbed via an error model) for the DA runs. Third, two Open Loop (OL) runs (no DA) are conducted for 164 the same 29-month period under two conditions: i) "extremely dry" condition (the model is forced 165 by halving the MERRA-2 precipitation data; OL-dry), and ii) "extremely wet" condition (the 166 model is forced by doubling the MERRA-2 precipitation; OL-wet).
167
The two DA runs are then produced under the same conditions (DA-dry and DA-wet) using 168 an EnKF assimilation algorithm. The synthetic LAI observations are assimilated to the system at 169 8-daily frequency. The synthetic LAI observation has the same temporal resolution as the MODIS 170 LAI product but with full coverage over the entire study domain. In real case studies, satellite LAI 171 products contain a substantial amount of missing data mainly due to the cloud obscuration gaps. To select the optimal ensemble size, a sensitivity test is performed for ensemble sizes 185 spanning from 2 to 24 members (not shown here). The number of ensemble members has a strong impact on the model results at small sizes, while the model performance tends to become steady 187 when more than 20 ensemble members are considered. Thus, all the DA simulations were run for 188 20 members. 
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The improvements in the model water fluxes and storages through LAI DA are also 292 quantified by the NIC index (defined in Eq. 2). 
